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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 240 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.6in.The third book in the
exciting AMP series! The fledgling nation of Defiant continues to grow. A new strategy for attacking
the enemy is developed. Is it possible that the once seemingly invincible enemy of the Humans can
be defeated, or are there others who will join against us Find out as the fight for humanity
continues!Also available from this author: SODIUM: 1 Harbinger -A sci-fi action adventure of a first
alien encounter in the 1950sSODIUM: 2 Apocalypse - The aliens return in modern day and
attackSODIUM: 3 Fusion - The aliens return with an even larger forceSODIUM: 4 Gravity -A new
world explored and the battle for Earth moves into high gear!SODIUM: 5 Assault - Its time to take the
fight to their world!SODIUM: 6 Defiance - The final fight for Earths survival. Winner rules the
galaxy!AMP Messenger - In a distant galaxy, Humans are on the run. . . AMP Private War - Some were
just born to lead. . . AMP Blitzkrieg - Strike with surprise and speed. . . AMP Rebellion - Watch your...
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ReviewsReviews

Extremely helpful to all category of individuals. I have got go through and that i am confident that i will likely to read through once again again later on.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Nikita Herzog-- Nikita Herzog

I just started looking over this ebook. I could possibly comprehended everything out of this published e publication. You are going to like the way the
author compose this publication.
-- Giles Vandervort DDS-- Giles Vandervort DDS
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